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The New Jersey Shore includes some of the most romantic and traditional lighthouses in North
America. This award-winning wall calendar beautifully captures them from Sandy Hook to Cape
May, as well as along the Delaware Bay. This lighthouse-lovers collectible includes large grid
spaces for daily notations, a bonus July-December current-year calendar plus an 18-month tide
chart. (Winner Gold Award - Best Subject/Retail in the National Calendar Awards, and Silver
Award in the World Calendar Awards.)





JC70, “Lighthouses. My wife and I have shared a fascination with lighthouses for over 20 years.
We have traveled all over the US taking pictures of them whenever they were nearby. We have
been using the Lighthouses calendar for over 15 years now.We both like the fact that they start
on the first day of the week, Sunday, and not on Monday. They also have ample room for writing
in reminders of appointments and travel times.We will continue to purchase this calendar in the
future.”

lornadoone, “Improved from 2011. After using Brown Trout calendars for years, we were very
disappointed with the 2011 editions; muddy colors and printing and strange configuration of
previous, current, and next month dates. We had decided to switch to another supplier for 2012.
However, when I took a look at the Brown Trout 2012 editions, I saw that they had switched
printers and again were offering attractive, legible calendars so they are again our preferred
supplier.”

LindaGodzilla, “Nice but small. My good friend loves lighthouses and needs an engagement
book. This is nice because it has so many photos but sadly the space to write appointments in is
very small and limited. Guess he'll need to use lots of abbreviations.”

Catherine, “A Gift. Agift for my Mother, but I know she is going to love it..and it has her favorite
light house in it, that was a special gift.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 5 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 128 pages
Item Weight: 11.2 ounces
Dimensions: 7 x 0.5 x 7.5 inches
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